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Introduction

The Yama language is a unique language in many ways, one is that it only has two true verbs, 

most of what is used in Yama speech are adjectives, adverbs, prefixes, and suffixes.

Since the Yama language originated on the Planet of Kurn many of the words are not 

translatable in any Earthly language.  However, there are many things that are similar in some way so 

they are translated into the closest English equivalents.

In the first 5 lessons you will learn some basic greetings and phrases, the last chapters you will 

be introduced to the more advanced parts of Yama speech.  However, this book will not go into 

grammar, that will be discussed in the book Advanced Yama, this book is more to introduce you to the 

basics as well as to prepare you for learning how verbs and numbers are used in Yama.



Guide to Pronunciations

Pronunciation is fairly simple in Yama, there are, however, a few pronunciations that can not be 

expressed in words, but for the most part they do not necessarily need to be pronounced correctly.

There are three different forms of pitch, high noted by a superscript letter, moderate or normal 

with no special formatting, low noted by a subscript letter.  Another part of Yama speech is the length a 

vowel is spoken, it is usually noted by a duplicated spelling of the vowel.

a a in father or another

ä aw in law, o in not

e ay in day, hay

ë e in bet, fled

i ee in beet, feet

ï i in bit, hit, win

o oa in boat, coat

u oo in boot, ue in sue.

ú u in but, hut, cut (Can be substituted for u)

ü oo in hook, look, soot (Can be substituted for u or ú)

ÿ igh in high, i in I, y in My

b, h, k, l, m, n, p, s, t, w, y Same as in English

ñ Do not mistake n with ñ, and do not think of it like the Spanish ñ.  It is pronounced more like 

the ng sound in young, or n in bunk.  Not at all pronounced like n in bunt, or hunt.

q Like the Quechua q (Sound files can be found on the Internet)

c like ch in chair, choose

x sh in ship, shoe, lash

ts say 'its a bird' and note that 'its a' sounds more like 'it tsa'.

¿ Glottal stop.  Say 'its a bird', now if you say it like we do here in Kansas, you actually will say 

'i¿ tsa bird'.  One of the easiest ways to say the glottal stop is by saying 'it is'. Instead of saying 

'iddizz' try saying it where you do not pronounce the 't' but yet make it sound as though it's 



there.

t', k', ts', c' Glottallized consonants

Try saying the next few lines, be sure to separate the final consonants of the first words 

from the second words.

'beat at' Should sound more like 'bee t'at'

'book owner' Should sound like 'boo k'owner'

'pits in' 'pit ts'inn'

'pitch out' 'pit ch'out'



Book I
Practical Phrases



Chapter 1

ha¿, xik ta? Hello, How are you?

niknïk, xikïkëë x? I'm just fine, and how are you?

Nikëë. I'm fine, too.

Prefixes used in this lesson.

h- We all, We two, Selves, Ourselves, Each other

n- Me, I

x- You

Suffixes used in this lesson.

-nïk, -ïk Just, Only

-ëë Also, Too.  When used with the inquisitive x or ta, And how about, How about, and also, 

and what about.

Words used in this lesson.

ik Good, Fine, Well, Ohkay

aha¿ Recognize, To know one another

ha¿ literally translates to 'We recognize one another'.

x, ta Inquisitive.  Used at the ends of sentences to mark them as questions. (There are no 

words in Yama for expressing 'who, what, where, when, why, how')



Chapter Test 1

How are you?

___________?

xikïkëë x?

___________?



Chapter 2

baha¿, xaa x? Hello, Where are you going?

Niyakun naa. I'm going to my sisters.

Kaalïk aksiit ta? Why are you going there?

wanuhiinïk niyuuliho Just to visit with my youngest sister.

Prefixes used in this chapter.

b- You and I

x-, s- You

n- I, Me

k-, ak-, a- Future tense, Will, Will be

w-, i- Past tense (was, were), Imparative

iy- Relational, In relation to

Suffixes used in this chapter.

-ïk, -nïk Just, only

-t Away, There, At some distant place, away from some specific place.

-ho Greatest, Max, The most (Only used with relationship terms).

-un Towards, To, In the direction of

Words used in this chapter.

aha¿ To recognize, To be acquainted with one another

aa To go, To move about

iyak Sister, Brother (Any sibling of the opposite sex)

aal To happen, To ocur, To become, To change, To be naturally so

ii To be, To exist, To dwell for a short period of time

uhii To visit with, To converse with, To tell

(Modified from the full form -uhehaaya-)

iyuuli Younger sister (sibling of the same sex or opposite sex)



Chapter Test 2

Hello! How are you?

_____________________________________________?

I'm fine, Where are you going?

_____________________________________________?

niyakun naa.

_____________________________________________.



Chapter 3

xiyika kïïn ta? Where do your relatives live?

ko¿ oc okan henkii We live at Black Water

niyuuliho yi¿kii x? Does your youngest sister still live with them?

iit. No, she doesn't live there.

Now, in this chapter, instead of only describing the words I used, I will also literally 

translate the sentences.

Xiyika kïïn ta? Your relationship to the living beings, they 
dwell ?

Ko¿ oc okan henkii Water coloring black place we always exist
Niyuuliho yi¿kii x? Your relationship to a the most younger being of 

the opposite sex, still exists ?
iit (she) exists there.

The -t- used with an inactive verb shows existence 
away from a specific place. So in this word it 
would more translate to 'she exists away from the 
place previously mentioned.'

Prefixes:

yi¿- Still, Yet, Continuative

o- Like the -er suffix in English, Worker, Thinker, Speaker.  Also, used to mark 

certain kinds of nouns, such as in the word -oc- which marks that the water has a 

coloring of black, in the words ko¿ oc ok.

Suffixes:

-n, -an Place, At

Words:

ïïn To dwell, To live at, To exist at, To be at

This word is peculiar in that the pronunciation is not -iin-, also, that the suffix -an- 



is shortened to just -n.  usually with verbs the suffix -an- is pronounced fully.

ii To exist, to be, to be motionless, to be still

ko¿ Water, any form of liquid or material such as fine dirt, salt, flour, etc.

iya Relative, Anything that can be considered a relative.  Plants, trees, animals, as 

well as rocks and other things that dwell within sight from past to future are 

considered an iya.

ok Night, Dark, Black

ic to be colored, To be the color of



Chapter Test 3

ha¿, xaa x?

________________________________________?

 Is there any (Water)

___________________________________ ii x?

Where is Black Water?

___________________________________ iit ta?

xiyuuli yi¿ïïn

Does your little sister ___________________________________________?

xiyika kïïn ta?

_____________________________________________________________?



Chapter 4

ha¿ kii x? Who is this?

naha¿ okox oa. It's my friend Night Traveler.

nu ha¿ iyak yo oye. And this is his sister Singing Woman.

wubahee. Bye

wuxnahee See you again.

Literal translations.

Ha¿ kii x? This they are ?
Naha¿ okox oa He and I are acquaintances, Night Time One who 

goes about
nu ha¿ iyak yo oye And this he is related to the opposite sex, Relative 

of the female one who speaks.
wubahee You and I will see each other again
wuxnahee You and I will see each other again

In Yama there is very little necessity to say more than what is needed.  If there are several 

people and you are asking “Who is this?” then it is obvious you would like to know who all these 

people are.  Also, when mentioning who someone is it isn't necessary to say 'Her/his/its name is' 

just stating the name with the existential verb -ii- will suffice, and if you look over the litteral 

translations you will notice that the -ii- is not used.

Certain prefixes which you have seen are not always the norm.  The prefix -b- is rarely 

used, mostly with the word -baha¿- is it most often used.  However, with certain dialects the -b- is 

retained and used more frequently.  With this dialect it doesn't matter too much which one you 

may adhere to, either use -b- or -xun- (the -u- in -xun- can be dropped and the prefix then can be 

pronounced as -xn-, sometimes, though very rarely, it can be reversed and then it becomes -nx-).

One other note that should be stated is that you may have noticed that I added commas 

after certain parts of speech in the literal translations.  This is because it is the simplest way of 

translating many phrases into English without too much confusion, when translating literally.

One particularly confusing aspect of Yama is that at oft other pronoun prefixes are 

sometimes left out such as -x- and -k- when -n- is used, and -k- when -x- is used.  Examples of 

this.



naa I am going (When it is only I, or when it is unknown by the listener(s)).

We are going (when it is apparent that I am going with you as well as others, or 

with only others.)

nukaa We are going (Not you, when it is unknown or not specified that you are not 

going)

xnaa We are going (You and I, or You, I, and another)

xunkaa We are going (You, others, and I)

caaya You said (When only you said it, or when it is unknown by the speaker)

You all said (When it is obvious that more than one person has said it)

cukaaya You all said it

tlaaya You all said it (Classical variant of the past tense prefix -i- is -t-, sometimes 

spoken with the 3rd person plural -l-.  The remnants of the -t- prefix can be seen 

when the past tense -i- is used with the pronoun prefix -x-, hence -c- in the word 

-cukaaya-).



Book II
Numbers



Introduction

I have chosen to discuss numbers first because, although this is the Yama numerical system, the 

siko numerical  system uses  verbs  in  order  for  math or  numbers  to  be stated.   Since  numbers  are 

universal, meaning that anyone can understand how math works no matter how it's written, can figure 

out the meanings far faster.  So in discussing numbers first then verbs, the learner will be able to view 

and possibly learn the language easier, at least that is the idea.

The two sets of numbers make the Yama numerical system different.  One which is called siko 

(To count them, or the 'Verbal Mathematical Language' for definition in English.) and the other siiyako 

(For one to speak with numbers, or the 'Natural Mathematical Language').

The siko is spoken the same way the language is spoken and is used primarily in talking about 

amounts of something, the siiyako is spoken in the same manner that an equation is spoken and is 

usually used in only when doing mathematical  equations.   There is  one other use that the siiyako 

numerical system is used on occasion for telling time or distance, but it is used intermittently with the 

siko.

Another attribute of the numbers is that both numerical systems are ventesimal (a base of 20 

instead of our 10, similar to the Mayan, Aztec, and Nahuatl numerical systems).

Imagine that the letters of the alphabet ABCDEFGHIJ represent the numbers 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 

15, 16, 17, 18, 19.  The number 1J would be 39, 1*20 + 19.  The number AB would be 211, A0 = 10 * 

20, B = 11.  This is how the numbers will be represented in the lessons that follow.  However, when it 

may be necessary the numbers will be written differently.  Look over the examples that will be written. 

There will be 3 different forms, one which is the English version of the number, the next one will use 

the letters ABCDEFGHIJ, and the third will be written with commas in between each number (which 

represents the letters ABCDEFGHIJ used in the second column.

1 1 1
2 2 2
3 3 3
4 4 4



5 5 5
6 6 6
7 7 7
8 8 8
9 9 9
10 A 10
11 B 11
12 C 12
13 D 13
14 E 14
15 F 15
16 G 16
17 H 17
18 I 18
19 J 19
20 10 1,0
21 11 1,1
34 1E 1,14
101 51 5,1
105 55 5,5
110 5A 5,10
115 5F 5,15
200 A0 10,0
300 F0 15,0
400 100 1,0,0
500 150 1,5,0
600 1A0 1,10,0
8000 1000 1,0,0,0

160,000 10000 1,0,0,0,0
3,200,000 100000 1,0,0,0,0,0
64,000,000 1000000 1,0,0,0,0,0,0

Although this may seem complicated, the lessons that follow will give a far more in depth 

description and definition to make it easier to understand.



Chapter 1 Introduction to the siko (Verbal Mathematical Language)

The siko is spoken in the same way a verb with subjects and objects is spoken.  The use of 

prefixes place the numbers where they belong in a numerical sequence.  However, the use of functions 

such as * and + are used often within the numbers themselves.

te, e *

ko, o +

ime Nothing, 0

xan, xa, x 1

man, ma, m 2

lan, la, l 3

pan, pa, p 4

can, ca, c 5

cakoxan, cakoxa, cakox, coxan, coxa, cox 6

cakoman, cakoma, cakom, coman, coma, com 7

cakolan, cakola, cakol, colan, cola, col 8

cakopan, cakopa, caku, copan, copa, cu 9

cateman, catema, catem, ceman, cema, cem 10

catemakoxan, cemox 11

catemakoman, cemom 12

catemakolan, cemol 13

catemakopan, cemu 14

catelan, cel 15

catelakoxan, celox 16

catelakoman, celom 17

catelakolan, celol 18

catelakopan, celu 19

bahan, bah 20

bakoxan, banox 21

bako-catelopan, banocelu 35



baheman, bahem 400

The way to figure out how to say numbers is actually fairly simple.   If  you look over the 

numbers written you will find quite a few similarities between similar numbers.

cakoxan, ca-ko-xan 5 + 1

cox, c-o-x 5 + 1, Notice the first letters of the numbers in the last 

sentence and look at the vowel in ko.

The numbers always follow this pattern.

x 1

m 2

l 3

p 4

c 5

e Multiplication of two numbers.

o Addition of two numbers.

b 20

ehe+ Multiplied by itself + of times. Or number to the power of +.

u -op. Since the Yama do not like ending syllables with the p sound they have 

modified op to u.  +4.  -cu- would be -cop- without the modification.

Also, it is common that the addition -ko- or -o- is spoken longer than the rest of the word, 

except when it is used in verb form, then it is short.

behem 202 b-ehe-m

behel 203 b-ehe-l

behepa 204 b-ehe-pa

Etc.

ehe, is made up of -e-h-e-, Times self Times

If we were to write this using the verbs these numbers would look like this:

bahaatewem, bahaatewel, and bahaatewepa.

bahaatewem is made up of -b-ah-aa-te-e-m.

b- 20



ah- Itself

aa- Active verb

te- To be multiplied.

e- Plural action

m- two

bahaatewem, 20 multiplied by itself two times.

If we look at the number 2030, actually any large number will do, we can see that the verbal 

system can be extremely large.

Bahaatewebanocem, Which literally translates to 20 Times itself 20 + 5*2

Math in this numerical system follows the same rules as with any verb or sentence in the 

language.

5 + 6 = 11 ca coxan kahaako cemox.  5 6 added to each other is 11.

5 + 6 = 11 canucoxaniiko cemox.  5 with 6 added are 11.

One thing that has not been mentioned yet is the use of the suffix -an- or just -n-.  This is used 

only under certain circumstances.  If the number is used as the subject outside of the verb being used, 

the -n- is not needed, or if the number is the outcome.  However, if the number is the object or is used 

within the verb then the -n- is necessary.  Same goes with locations and directions in sentences, but that 

will be explained later.

Here is a more complicated equation, using only addition.

(5 + 6) * 10 = 70 ca coxan kahaakowecem lebehemoocem

(5 + 6) * 10 = 70 canucoxanaakowecem lebehemoocem.

5 with 6 added 10 amounts is 70.

Lets look at the suffix -e- which is written as -we- in this word.  This suffix is unique in that it 

acts as an adverb or an adjective.  Instead of implying a plural object it is putting the verb into a plural 

state, or the adjective/adverb which precedes it.

The number used after the -e suffix is the modifier of the -e- suffix.

Wiyaawel   Three straight days.   W-i-yaa-e-l, -l- (3) modifies -e- (Plural act) modifies -yaa- (The 

period of time during which light can be seen during the day).

Here are a few examples using the plural prefix and the plural suffix.



aaya He is speaking

This word truly does not translate to He is speaking, It literally translates 
to, He is activating his organs to produce vocalized sounds.

ihaaya He is speaking alot, Or he is saying a lot of words

aayawe He is singing, He is talking a lot, He is speaking fast and incoherently.

The plural  prefix -h- pluralizes the object where the -e- pluralizes the 

verb or adjective/adverb.

If the literal translation is He is activating his organs to produce sounds, 

the  plural  prefix  then  would  translate  to  'He  is  activating  his  organs  to 

produce many sounds', the plural suffix would translate to 'He is excessively 

activating his organs to produce sounds'.

aa He is moving about, He is moving, He is going

This word literally states the subject is 'acting'.

ihaa He is moving them, He is going around with them (them being nonliving 

things)

aawe He is dancing,  He is moving around a lot,  He can not  be still,  He is 

nervous.

In this last set of words, the -h- is only used with the transitive form of 

this word in meaning that 'he is acting with several things', or 'he is using 

multiple  things'.   The  -e-  is  used  either  with  the  transitive  form or  the 

intransitive form to literally mean 'He is acting a lot' or 'he is acting with it a 

lot' or 'he is using it a lot'.

Another aspect of the two forms is Time.  Time is a very important part of the Yama world, 

they speak it at every point and in every sentence.  Even if the words may not seem to express time, the 

way they are spoken tells of when something took place in relation to what is either known or some 

other aspect.

The difference between the -h- and -e- plurals is that the -h- states multiple times where the -e- 

is neutral.  What this means is that with the plural object -h- needing to define multiple times is not 

necessary when needed, but when using the plural action -e- then it is necessary to define multiple 

times if it is needed.  However, when using words expressing time it becomes an adjective defining the 

time, which in itself is descriptive so then it is unnecessary to use more, but this will be explained in 

later lessons.



The verbs used for mathematical expressions are few.  The Yama do not see any need for 

creating a huge word base for their language.

The list will show the mathematical verbs and in the parentheses will be the literal translations 

used as regular verbs.

aako To add (To count, To include)

aate To multiply (To increase, To accumulate)

aaye To devide (To set into rows, To organize, To put into seperate 

piles.)

aayuk To subtract (To remove, To take away, To take off of)

Some simple math.

3+5 la can kahaako 3+a, 5+an, k-ah-aa-ko

k-  Plural living things (Used with numbers)

ah- Self, selves, each other

aa- Active verb

ko- Add
3+5 lanucanaako 3+an, i, 5+an, aa, ko

3 as the subject

i- This infix is used to show that the subject is using the 

verb to pertain to the object.

5 as the object

aa- Active verb

ko- Add

(Notice that the infix -ah- is not used)
2*4 ma pan kahaate 2+a, 4+an, k-ah-aa-te

te-  Multiply
(By now you should know how to find numbers within a 
word, so the suffixes will no longer be shown in the 
translations. Also, the fixes k, ah, and the verb aa will not 
be mentioned again either.)



2*4 manupanahaate 2, u, 4, ah, aa, te
u-  this infix has several uses, but the basic translation can 
be either 'with' or 'and'.  2 and 4 times each other.  Also, if 
you look over the word you will notice that the infix -ah- 
(self) is used.

12/3 la cemoman kahaaye 3, 12, k-ah-aa-ye
This will be a bit more confusing.  Instead of the 

normal form which in English shows a fraction as 12/3 in 
Yama it is reversed to 3/12.  Also, if you look at the word 
it uses the self infix, so it translates to '3 12 devided by 
each other' and it can not be true in human mathematical 
ideologies. This word will be explained better in Chapter 
2 of this book.

lanicanaako 3+an, i, 5+an, aa, ko

2*4 ma pan kahaate 2+a, 3+an, k-ah-aa-te

(k, ah, and aa have been previously discussed, so 

they won't be explained again.)

te- Multiply.



Math

2 + 5 - 2 ma aako ca aayuk ma.  2 added by 5 subtraced by 2

2 + 5 * 2 ma aako canumanahaate.  2 added by 5 and 2 times each other.

(2 + 5) * 2 manucanahaakowem.  2 and 5 added together 5 times

2 + 5 / 2 ma aako ma aaye ca.  In Yama, fractions are reversed.

(2 + 5) / 2 ma aaye manucanahaako

Negation in Yama.

Negation is rather simple, since in math a number below zero is pretty much A less than 0, so 

the same concept is used in the numbers themselves.

-15 cukecel.  One was subtracted from nothing 15 times.  In negative 

numbers the number 1 is always used, but as another strange attribute is 

that it is shortened to -x- and the past tense -i- is used with it.

-15 xa aayuk cel.  This is the longer form.

One other note that should be made is that in Yama, numbers are always reversible.  Meaning 

that you can litterally say 2 - 5 and 5 - 2 in the same way, or 2 and 5 subtracted by each other.  What 

matters is the positioning of the words.

2 - 5 manucanahaayuk, or ma ca ahaayuk

One should be aware of the subject/s and/or object/s relation to 

each other, again, relationships are very important.

2 / 5 ca ma ahaaye,  ca aaye ma

5 / 2 ma ca ahaaye, ma aaye ca (Be sure to remember that fractions in Yama 

are reversed)



The use of aal when answering mathematical questions.

2 + 5 = 7 ma aako ca waal com.

It is unclear as to the purpose of the tenses used in numbers, for in a text found in 

the library of laniyakan (The three siblings) wrote sako hewaaixïk wiksäädï ihwan 

(Numbers are always and can never be otherwise else it is false).

That may seem a bit confusing, but in the Yama mind, numbers are rarely 

pluralized when spoken of generally or as a noun which pertains to all concepts of 

mathematical knowledge.  And exceptionally confusing considering I have used many 

words for numbers using the plural infix, but the use that I used them for is more of an 

expression of what I am talking about, not as a noun of the object or thing.

This is rather difficult to express.  In Yama speech using nouns, expressions, 

adjectives, adverbs, etc is very different.  The word is changed by placement in the 

sentence (which is common) or use of the prefixes and suffixes, depending on what is 

being said.

If you look back at the phrase you will notice the word hewaaixïk.  That word uses 

the -ix- adverb, which has a very complex translation.  -ix- pertains to everything of the 

subject.  Therefore, in mathematics, -ix- pertains to the addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, devision, absolutes, negatives, squaring, etc of numbers.  All that which 

numbers can do and can be logically.

If, for example, you asked someone if 1 + 1 can equal 7.  That person can answer 

you in two ways: 1) No, for 1 is 1 and can only be 1 + 1 = 2. 2) Yes, if one is a symbol 

for a number which is 3.5 then 1 + 1 = 7.  Thus, in the Yama mind, 1 + 1 can equal 7, but 

this is rather complicated when referring to these kinds of numbers, so these will not be 

explained in this book.  However, one order of these will be explained when you are 

introduced to using variables.


